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Compar ison of Feature Selection Processes

for Image Retr ieval Applications

YoungMee Choi†, MoonWon Choo††

ABSTRACT

A process of choosing a subset of original features, so called feature selection, is considered as a

crucial preprocessing step to image processing applications. There are already large pools of techniques

developed for machine learning and data mining fields. In this paper, basically two methods, non-feature

selection and feature selection, are investigated to compare their predictive effectiveness of classification.

Color co-occurrence feature is used for defining image features. Standard Sequential Forward Selection

algorithm are used for feature selection to identify relevant features and redundancy among relevant

features. Four color spaces, RGB, YCbCr, HSV, and Gaussian space are considered for computing color

co-occurrence features. Gray-level image feature is also considered for the performance comparison

reasons. The experimental results are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Feature selection is the process of identifying

and removing as much of the irrelevant and re-

dundant information as possible. The recent in-

crease of dimensionality of data causes the deep

efforts for selecting features with respect to effi-

ciency and effectiveness[1]. It is a process of

choosing a subset of original features so that the

feature space is optimally reduced according to a

certain evaluation criteria[2]. This concept could be

applied especially to a variety of location-based

game applications for mobile devices, which usu-

ally have limited resources. Data reduction improve

the classification performance, the approximation

function, and pattern recognition systems in terms

of speed, accuracy and simplicity[3].

Feature selection process requires a search

strategy to select candidate subsets and an object

function to evaluate these candidates. Two broad

categories of this process are referred to as wrap-

per and filter. The wrapper employs a statistical

re-sampling technique using the actual target

learning algorithm to estimate the accuracy of fea-

ture subsets. The filter operates independently of

a learning algorithm, typically make use of all the

available training data when selecting a subset of

features. Since any predefined learning algorithm

is not proposed, the filter model is considered more

often than any other model because of its computa-

tional efficiency and good performance effective-

ness without learning models[4]. However, these

two approaches have many trade-offs in terms of

speed, accuracy, availability of required data for

modeling and simplicity. In this paper, the simple

wrapper method is used to select the subset of

features. The subset of features obtained through

Sequential Forward Selection algorithm with k-nn

classifier are compared with non-selection features.

The training and testing image features are gen-
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erated by computing color co-occurrence features

of images generated using several color spaces.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section

2, the color co-occurrence features are described.

Section 3 summarizes Sequential Feature Selection

process and treats the symmetric uncertainty as

the performance criteria for computing the degree

of association. Section 4 shows the result of

experiment. Section 5 briefly describes the con-

clusion and future research.

2. COLOR CO-OCCURRENCE FEATURES

The co-occurrence matrix is a well-known

statistical tool for extracting second-order texture

information from images and widely used for im-

age retrieval applications [5-7]. This matrix can be

thought of as an estimate of the joint pdf of gray

level pairs in an image. Suppose the image I to be

analyzed is an M×N dimensional matrix. An oc-

currence of some gray level intensity may be de-

scribed by a matrix of relative frequencies

),(, baO dq , describing how frequently two pixels

with gray levels a, b appear in the matrix separated

by a distance d in direction q . Non-normalized

frequencies of co-occurrence as functions of angle

0o and distance can be represented formally as:
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where |{…}| refers to set cardinality, D is the tar-

get image block and )()( NMNMV ´´´= . The

gray-level parameters a, b are determined by the

predefined image gray-levels. The distance metric

r in these equations can be defined by

|}.||,max{|)],(),,[( nlmknmlk --=r This meth-

od can be extended to color images. Color images

are usually coded in three channels.

The cross co-occurrences can be counted to

utilized the correlation between two channels. An

image in RGB color space may generate (R,R),

(G,G), (B,B), (R,G), (R,B), (G,B) co-occurrence

matrices. The dimension of each O is determined

by the range of pixel values.

3. SEQUENTIAL FORWARD SELECTION

(SFS)

The SFS algorithm can be simply formulated as

follows (more details referred in [8]).

1. Starting from the empty set Yk ={f };
2. Select the next optimal features

)]([maxarg* xYJx kYx k
+= Ï ;

3. Update ;1;*
1 +=+=+ kkxYY kk

4. Goto 2

That is, starting from the empty set, sequentially

add the feature vector x* that results in the highest

objective function J (Yk+x
*
) when combined with

the feature vectors Yk that have already been

selected. The object function J could be any proper

function derived from optimization theory. This

process performs best when the optimal subset has

a small number of features.

The objective functions of filter approaches

evaluates feature subsets by their information con-

tent, typically interclass distance, statistical de-

pendence or information-theoretic measures. Those

of wrappers are pattern classifier, evaluating fea-

ture subsets by their predictive accuracy by stat-

istical re-sampling or cross-validation. In this pa-

per standard SFS is used with k-nn classifier.

4. SYMMETRIC UNCERTAINTY(SU)

In general, a feature is good if it is relevant to

the class but is not redundant to any of the other

relevant features[9]. This relevance can be meas-

ured using correlation concept between two

variables. There may be many approaches to com-

pute the degree of correlation. One of them is the

entropy, a measure of the uncertainty of a random
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Fig. 1. Part of two sets of images for training and testing.

variable. The entropy of a variable X is defined as

,(2)           ))((log)()( 2å-=
i

ii xPxPXH (2)

and the entropy of X after observing values of an-

other variable Y is defined as

(3)  ,))|((log)|()()|( 2å å-=
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where P(xi) is the prior probabilities for all values

of X, and P(xi|yj)is the posterior probabilities of X

given the values of Y. The amount of which the

entropy of X decreases reflects additional in-

formation about X provided by Y and is called in-

formation gain, given by

(4)                      ).|()()|( YXHXHYXIG -= (4)

This symmetrical measure shows the relative

degrees of correlations between pairs of variables.

However, this measure is biased in favor of fea-

tures with more values. To remedy this issue,

symmetrical uncertainty is used, defined as fol-

lows[2],
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An SU value of 1 indicates that using one feature

other feature’s value can be totally predicted and

value 0 indicates two features are totally in-

dependent. The SU values are symmetric for both

values. This symmetric uncertainty measures are

usually used for objective functions of the feature

selection algorithms specified as filter categories.

In this paper it is adopted as the criteria of per-

formance measures for feature selections.

5. EXPERIMENTS

Firstly the input color images for training and

one class image are computed to get color co-oc-

currence matrices for each image, which consist

of data set. Then SFC algorithm is applied to data

set to get the optimal subset of feature vectors.

Training image set used here consists of 100 im-

ages of indoor scenes with few specularities and

taken under normal lightening conditions(see Fig.

1). They are two parts of the image sets, which

were captured under different circumstances.

First set composes of images taken under indoor

lighting only. The images of second set are to be

tested were taken under indoor lightening mixed

with outdoor lightening conditions.

To study of the validation of the suggested ap-

proach, several color models are investigated. RGB

color space is standard color model for monitor

without luminance information. YCbCr color space

are mainly used in video settings and has three

channels, such as Y(luminance), Cb(chrominance

of blue), Cr(chrominanance of red). HSV(hue, sat-

uration, value) color space corresponds better to

how people experience color than RGB does.

Additionally, the Gaussian color model(GCM), so

called Kubelka-Munk theory model, is also consid-

ered [10,11,12]. For the purpose of performance
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Fig. 2. The log-scaled mean of SU for inter-class

discriminant.
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Fig. 3. The log-scaled mean of SU for inter-feature

discriminant.

comparison, the gray-level feature is also included.

The size of color images captured by SONY

Cybershot DSC-T3 is 1944 x 2592, resized with

10:1 resolution ratio. The intensity levels of each

color plane are adjusted to the range 0-19 for com-

putational convenience. The distance parameter of

co-occurrence feature is set to 1 and 8 directions

are considered.

For comparison of performance, only the mean

values of the SU of features from training images

and test images are considered. The inter-feature

SU values are computed for both kinds of images

and the mean values are taken. The inter-class SU

values are derived from training images by taking

testing images as members of a different class.

For inter-class discrimination, it is assumed that

the higher SU values to be considered as the higher

degree of prediction or association of features with

specific classes. Fig. 2 shows that after applying

feature selection algorithm, the SU values are in-

creased at the features from the most of the color

spaces except HSV color space. RGB model appa-

rently has the most useful power to separate two

different classes, followed by Gaussian and gray-

level model.

For inter-feature discrimination, it is assumed

that the lower SU values to be considered as the

higher degree of independence or lower re-

dundancy of features belonging to specific class.

Fig. 3 shows that after applying feature selection

algorithm the SU values are decreased at the fea-

tures from gray-level, HSV, and YCbCr. However,

RGB and Gaussian models lower the degree of re-

dundancy, which may not be desirable for further

classification processes.

6. CONCLUSION

Feature selection methods have been shown to

be effective in removing redundant and irrelevant

features, which improves learning algorithm’s pre-

diction performance and reduces the effects of

curse of high dimensionality of data. However, this

paper suggests that the color images data may be

transformed into other color space for better clas-

sification or learning processes. But presupposed

co-occurrence feature requires time-consuming

computation and may not be suitable as image fea-

tures for generic outdoor images. The result of

this research is not complete enough to apply in

general classification settings and may give some

insights for easy preprocessing methods before

applying second step for feature selection algo-

rithms
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